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A River of Time
Jewish Memory Practices in Rural Alabama
DANIEL J. LEVINE

On a bright winter day, Hamm takes [her son] Chad to stand 
over the markers for her grandparents and shows him that 
rocks have been left on the headstones: a sign in Jewish  
cemeteries that loved ones have visited. She tells Chad,  

“Our faith is as strong as these rocks.”
ROY HOFFMANN, ALABAMA AFTERNOONS (2011)63

In 1892, Wolf Israel opened a furniture and clothing store in what is now West 
Blocton, Alabama, some thirty miles east of Tuscaloosa. Formally incorpo-
rated in 1901, West Blocton had all the makings of a boomtown, supplying 
coal and coke to steel mills in Birmingham and Bessemer. In 1903, the town 
got its first telephones and built its first public school. By 1920, its main 
street boasted some sixty businesses and served a regional population of 
about 12,000.64  

A native of Kobryn — then a district town in imperial Russia, now in west-
ern Belarus — Israel first came to rural Alabama as an itinerant peddler in 
1884.65 He returned to Kobryn two years later to start a timber business. 
That business failed, however, and in 1888 he was back in Alabama — this 
time, with his family in tow. He was, it seems, deeply pious. With eldest son 
Samuel Baer and neighbor John Krenzman, Wolf founded the town’s first 
and only synagogue, or shul — Congregation Ah Goodies Ah Chem — in 1905.* 

* That is, ʠʢʥʣʺ�ʠʧʩʭ�– “the league/association of brothers,” as rendered by the congregation’s found-
ers. While likely faithful to the way Wolf would have pronounced the name, the transliteration makes for 
awkward reading. Following contemporary practices, I will render the name as Agudas Aতim from here on.

 55Former G. May & Sons Furniture store, Jasper, AL (Photo by Emily Rena Williams)
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Regular Sabbath services were held until about the First World War, with 
High Holiday and Passover services continuing irregularly into the 1930s.  

For all its growth, West Blocton might seem a far cry from Kobryn — the 
latter, a town of about 10,000, of whom some seventy percent were Jews. 
The community was then at least three centuries old. Its age and relative 
prosperity could be seen in the grandeur of Kobryn’s Great Synagogue — a 
vaulting brick structure adorned with brightly-painted murals.66  

By contrast, the West Blocton shul was a modest a"air: a two-room, wood-
framed structure. Even so, it seems to have 
incorporated some old-world touches and 
sensibilities.  Onetime parishioner Elmo 
Ellis Israel recalled the colorful paintwork 
that adorned its small sanctuary — “yellow, 
brown, green, smokey gray;” further, that 
space was set aside for women who wished 
to sit apart during prayer — but that only 

‘old-timers’ made use of it.67  
While much of the town’s commercial 

district — including Wolf’s first store — was 
destroyed in a 1927 fire, the synagogue’s 
structure seems to have survived until 1936, 
when a storm blew it o" its foundations. As 
its membership was by then in decline, the 
building was demolished and never rebuilt.68 
Samuel Baer held holiday services in his 
home until his death, but the community 
continued to dwindle. In 1992, the last 
Jewish resident of the town left for relatives 
elsewhere. The lot stood empty until sold in 

2015, cared for by friends and former neighbors. The proceeds of that 
sale were donated to the University of Alabama, where an undergrad-
uate Jewish Studies scholarship fund was established.69 That was how 
I first learned about the shul, and why I wished to know more about the 
community that built it.  

For many decades, small, rural Jewish communities like West 
Blocton remained underrepresented in historical and literary 
accounts of American Jewish life. These centered on large cities, 
particularly in the Northeast and Midwest. New York enjoyed 
pride of place here, initially with novels like Abraham Cahan’s The 
Rise of David Levinsky (1917) and Mike Gold’s Jews without Money 
(1930), and later with a range of historical and/or reflective works: 
Stephen Birmingham’s Our Crowd (1967), Irving Howe’s World of 

The only known image 
of Ah Goodies Ah 

Chem shul in West 
Blocton, AL, behind 

Frank and Libby 
Jean Israel, circa 

1914 (Courtesy of 
Elmo Israel Ellis and 

published in Blocton: 
The History of an 

Alabama Coal Mining 
Town by Charles 

Edward Adams, 
University of Alabama 

Press, 2012)
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Our Fathers (1976), Alfred Kazin’s New York Jew (1978), and Deborah Dash 
Moore’s At Home in America (1981).

To be sure, the movement of Jews to the ‘boomtowns’ of the post-Civil 
War South and West was recognized — as were Jewish communities that 
predated the 1880s. But those stories remained secondary.70 Even now, 
much of the published material on the Jews of West Blocton owes its exis-
tence to a chance celebrity connection: several of Wolf ’s grandchildren 
had long, successful careers in commercial radio. One attained national 
celebrity as the “Voice of the Yankees” — Mel Allen — first hired by CBS 
Radio New York in 1939.71   Much of what appears here draws on biograph-
ical accounts written about Allen, or by him. 

Systematic historical writing would begin to fill in these gaps in the late 
1990s.72 In broad terms, such writing locates Jewish migration to the Amer-
ican South and West within three interconnected “master narratives.” The 
first follows what historian Deborah Weiner has aptly called the “peddler-
to-merchant paradigm” — immigrants from Germany, Austria-Hungary, 
and Russia’s “Pale of Settlement” seeking opportunity and freedom from 
persecution.73 Reconstruction, westward expansion, and rapid industrial-
ization created unprecedented demands for labor in the US, while economic, 
political, and demographic upheaval at the frontiers of Central and Eastern 
Europe provided ample incentive to brave the journey.  

Similarities between these frontiers meant that some immigrants 
possessed skills and community networks that could be reproduced in the 
US — in some cases, to greater e"ect and at greater scale.74 In both Eastern 
and Central Europe, and the American South and West, rapidly-expanding 

Rendering of Ah 
Goodies Ah Chem 
shul, West Blocton, AL 
(Courtesy of University 
of Alabama Libraries 
Special Collections)
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states competed for access to land and primary resources. Whole popula-
tions were uprooted and replaced — impelled by a mix of ostensibly “spon-
taneous” ethnic-racial violence and calculated policy.75  

Once in the US, competition and overcrowding in large industrial cities 
induced many to seek their fortunes farther afield. While excluded from formal 
banks, small-scale family and community credit networks placed retail, fami-
ly-run businesses within reach, while slowly expanding rail networks created 
a window of opportunity, which such businesses could fill.  Similar stories can 
be (or have been) told about many other such communities: Selma, Huntsville, 
Dothan, and Bessemer in Alabama; Hattiesburg, Port Gibson, and Brookhaven 
in Mississippi; Devil’s Lake, North Dakota and Bozeman, Montana.76 Nor were 
Jews the only immigrant group to take up these opportunities.

While a full consideration of the similarities and di"erences between 
the American and European frontiers exceeds the present discussion, one 
major di"erence bears emphasizing.  While Jews certainly su"ered from 
antisemitism in the American context, they were not the primary targets 
or objects of the violence described above. In the ‘bloodlands’ of Central 
and Eastern Europe, of course, they were.77  

That di"erence may explain a second narrative thread in historical 
accounts of communities like Agudas Aۊim: ambivalence regarding both 
antisemitism and anti-black racism.  Both are acknowledged — the question 
is how they are. As regards antisemitism, awareness was tempered with a 
kind of relief — even a sense of gratitude — for the fact that things were not 
a great deal worse. Regarding anti-black racism, the emphasis is often on 
personal acts of decency, alongside a larger sense of helplessness or complic-
ity. Violence against African Americans seems to have struck familiar chords 
with many Jewish immigrants. But those feelings may have informed a kind 
of ethnic, small-community realpolitik. Violence against pariah communities, 
such thinking might hold, was simply a fact of life; if one happened to be in a 
place where that violence was directed primarily at others, well — such was 
what passed for luck. If there was a sense of guilt, perhaps it followed from 
this: that one’s own relative peace is being ‘paid for’ by another.  

Some might, of course, dream of a world without any such violence; or 

Competition and overcrowding in large industrial cities induced 
many to seek their fortunes farther afield ... Small-scale family 
and community credit networks placed retail, family-run busi-

nesses within reach, while slowly expanding rail networks created 
a window of opportunity, which such businesses could fill.
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pray for it; or even agitate for it. But one did so — if one did so — the 
way that some Jews prayed for the coming of the Messiah: quietly, 
and without definite expectations. Stella Suberman, author of The 
Jew Store (1998), described her immigrant father’s ambivalence 
regarding Jim Crow in such terms: “What he did was keep quiet 
about it, and do the best he could do.”78  

A third — smaller, and more newly-emergent — narrative thread 
follows what happens after the economic ‘boom’ is over — in the 
decades following the great expansions described above. Here, the 
focus is on challenges faced by small, “remainder” communities.79 
These include handfuls of individuals and families — such as Sarah 
Hamm and her son, quoted in the epigraph above — facing a river of 
time and forgetfulness.80  

Such e"orts are heroic, in the classical sense: they place individ-
uals and communities before all-but-insuperable external forces. 
In the present context, two sets of such forces bear consideration. 

The first carries forward the historical-economic narrative 
set out above. The window of opportunity that sustained small, 
family-owned retail businesses along rural main streets closed 
long ago. A latter-day Wolf Israel would have to compete against 

Main Street, West 
Blocton, AL, circa 
1934  
(Courtesy of Library 
of Congress)
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a growing host of discount chains and big box retailers. The numbers here 
speak for themselves. While never especially large, the Jewish community 
in Alabama has contracted considerably over the past century: from a high 
of some 13,000 in 1927 to some 9,000.  This, even as the overall population 
of the state has nearly doubled. Its distribution has also shifted away from 
small towns. Some 90% of the state’s Jewish residents now live in its four 
largest cities: Birmingham, Montgomery, Huntsville, or Mobile.81 

Viewed regionally, the shift is even more marked—though it tells a some-
what di"erent story. Overall numbers of Jews in the American South and 
West have grown considerably over the past century, both in relative and 
absolute terms. But that growth centers on large metropolitan areas — 

“global cities,” like Atlanta, Houston, Miami, or New Orleans. 82 Alabama has 
no cities of comparable scale. What appears regionally as a demographic 
shift from country to city looks locally like a story of decline and disappear-
ance: the gradual “emptying out” of the countryside.  

This phenomenon is not unique to Alabama, as the work of community 
non-governmental organizations like the Jewish Community Legacy Proj-
ect shows. A 501(c)(3) organization, the JCLP serves “diminishing Jewish 
communities,” with a particular emphasis on small towns: helping to e"ect 
the orderly transfer of property and religious articles; arrange long-term 
care for aging community members; establishing legacy endowments to 
maintain graveyards and community structures; and — crucially, for pres-
ent purposes — helping these communities decide how they wish to docu-
ment and preserve their history and memory.83

In describing these communities, the JCLP studiously avoid terms like 
decline. Even so, there is a certain pathos to their work. In part, that is inevi-
table: “endings are di#cult for most people.”84 Yet the pressures that inform 
their e"orts could be seen decades earlier. Allen’s biographers — and his 
own, largely tongue-in-cheek, memoir (You Can’t Beat the Hours, 1963) — 
allude to them. Allen’s paternal grandfather, Wolf Israel, had founded West 
Blocton’s synagogue. His maternal grandfather, Abraham Leibowitz, was 
by all accounts also deeply pious — a cantor, who had been employed for 
a time at one of the Jewish congregations in Birmingham.  In some ways, 
biographer Curt Smith quipped, young Melvin seems to have taken after 
his mother’s father. Both were vocally and musically gifted—talents which 
each cultivated to advantage. But there, the similarities ended. Where Lieb-
owitz had “chanted the Kol Nidre” — a demanding liturgical arrangement, 
sung on the Day of Atonement — the only religion that seemed to interest 
young Melvin was the all-American church of baseball.85  

The joke works because it plays upon what was by then an established 
Yiddish literary-theatrical trope: the ‘wayward cantor’ — or the pious cantor’s 
wayward son. At issue is the Janus-faced nature of musical talent.86 When 
safely confined to the prayer hall, such talents are a gift: they bring one’s fellow 
believers closer to God. But when those confines begin to chafe — say, when a 
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cantor indulges a desire for stardom — talent becomes a liability. 
Just how powerfully this anxiety was felt can be discerned in the real-

life example of Yosef “Yossele” Rosenblatt (1882-1933). Certainly the most 
famous cantor of his age, Rosenblatt gained national attention in 1918, when 
he turned down an invitation to appear in an operatic production. Though 
the funds — $1,000 per performance — were slated for charity, and though 
the libretto was on a Jewish theme, Rosenblatt felt his “sacred position... 
[did] not permit him to enter the operatic stage.”87 The plot of The Jazz 
Singer (1927; remade in 1980) — in which Rosenblatt did appear — treaded 
essentially similar ground.88

In fact, the ‘wayward cantor’ trope was older still. It began, film histo-
rian J. Hoberman has argued, with a real-life cantor from Vilnius known 
a"ectionately as the Vilner Balebosl (1815-50). It seems the Balebosl aban-
doned his wife, took up with a paramour, and ran o" to Vienna in pursuit 
of greater opportunity. Things did not go as planned, and spiritual self-de-
struction was only the beginning of his fall from grace. Committed to an 
asylum, he died destitute and friendless at the tender age of thirty-five. By 
the time Allen had signed with the Yankees in 1939, the Balebosl’s story had 
been reworked perhaps a dozen times: in theatricals, films—even a novel 
by Shalom Aleichem.89  

There is, to be sure, nothing particularly American — or particularly 
Jewish — in fin de siècle literary representations of the big city as a place 
where material opportunity and spiritual peril come hand-in-glove.90 That, 
precisely, is the point. The roads that lead from Vilnius to Vienna, and from 
West Blocton to the Bronx, run parallel.

A second set of forces is tied to the specific ways in which Jewish memory 
is sustained and transmitted. As the historian Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi has 
noted, the commandment to remember figures centrally in Jewish ritual 
and practice. At the same time, Jews have historically lacked centralized 
mechanisms and fixed territorial bases from which to preserve and dissem-
inate such memory: the Jewish “homeland,” as George Steiner put it in 
1985, was the text.91 Written in Hebrew and Aramaic — languages that no 
one actually spoke — and accessed through highly challenging “reception 
traditions,” access to those texts demands a considerable educational infra-
structure.92 One should not underestimate the challenge this poses even to 
large, well-established communities.  

The commandment to remember figures centrally  
in Jewish ritual and practice.
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For this reason, anxiety about the preservation and propagation 
of such memory — what is sometimes called Jewish continuity — is 
longstanding. “The world makes many images of Israel [i.e., of Jews 
and Judaism]” noted the historian and public intellectual Simon 
Rawidowicz in 1967, “but Israel makes only one image of itself: of 
a being constantly on the verge of ceasing to be, of disappearing.”93  

Anyone who has attended a Seder — the ceremonial meal that 
takes place at the beginning of Passover — may have a sense of this. 
The meal combines historical-narrative texts and commentaries 
related to the Israelites’ Exodus from Egypt with particular actions. 
Bitter and salty foods are prepared and eaten in a particular order 
to evoke the bitterness and tears of enslavement. At other times, 
one reclines ceremonially to mark the ease and comfort of free-
dom. Unleavened bread is eaten — and leavened bread is not — to 
commemorate the haste and disorder of the Exodus; because the 
bread prepared for that journey had to be baked before it could rise. 

Such reading-and-doing does two distinct kinds of work. First, it 
connects the present-day “doer” to the past that is being commemo-
rated: a chain of transmission that crosses the generations. “We were 
slaves to Pharoah in Egypt, but the Holy One Blessed be He took us 
out from there,” the Passover liturgy explains. Were it not for that, 

“then we, our children, and our children’s children would be enslaved 
to Pharaoh in Egypt, even to this day.”94 Second, and equally signif-
icant, these acts connect participants to one another in the present: 
the doer finds herself in “imagined community” with others — here 

Former Gulledge 
Drygoods, Clayton, 
AL (Photo by Emily 

Rena Williams)
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and elsewhere — who are doing the same things in a similar way.95  
Problems began to arise, Yerushalmi argued, when these two functions 

began to work at cross purposes. At about the same time as the “great trans-
formations” described above were playing out, a new form of historical 
awareness also emerged. This new awareness drew partly on the Protes-
tant Reformation and partly on the German and French enlightenments, 
and involved an e"ort to carry out a reform within Judaism along broadly 
analogous lines. To that end, traditional memory practices, justified by 
tradition, revelation, or clerical authority, were subjected to systematic, 
historical scrutiny.96 The aim was to identify ‘correct’ — that is, factually 
and/or historically-grounded — beliefs, while winnowing out what was 
derided as superstition or deviation.  

Whatever their merits, such e"orts did not — and could not — produce 
anything like consensus.97 But that was not the only problem. Those who 
embraced the ensuing reforms found they shifted the grounds of their 
religious experiences. The Passover Seder example can again serve here: 
suppose one concludes that the traditional-liturgical account of the Exodus 

— the ten plagues, the parting of the Red Sea, the manna from heaven, etc. 
— have no firm evidentiary or historical basis. They are simply myths — no 
di"erent than the origin stories of any other nation, people, or faith.  

One can still take part in the Seder — lots of Americans eat turkey, succo-
tash, and cranberry sauce, even if they disbelieve much of the traditional 
story about “the first Thanksgiving.”98 But now, the words of the traditional 
Passover liturgy — assuming one keeps to them — take on a di"erent cast. 
One is saying them not to renew, preserve, or transmit one’s connection 
with one’s actual ancestors and their experiences. Rather, one says them 
simply because that is what Jews do — it is what links a community together 
in the here and now.    

That’s one thing if — like Thanksgiving in the US — one is engaged in a 
practice together with a great many other people. But what if one must do 
these things in relative isolation — with perhaps only a few dozen others, 
within a larger society that neither understands these rituals, nor is even 
fully aware of them?   

Perhaps one feels less a sense of imagined community than of isola-
tion, marginality, or irrelevance. Writing in 1993, Eli Evans called this 

“loneliness of soul;” a feeling that was, he continued, “epigrammatic of the 
emotional terrain of Jews who arrived in the small towns of the South in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.”99  

Loneliness of soul can be the basis for an imagined community, but it 
requires considerable moral determination — again, the point with which 
this essay opened. One must make a friend of such loneliness. Such courage 
might have something to teach many of us, given that our own era is charac-
terized both by its own great transformations and by new, no less powerful, 
forms of political and social alienation.
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Thinking through such courage, I was reminded of a religious service that 
I attended shortly after moving to Alabama. The regular prayer leader was 
not there, and the congregants had to make do with whatever they knew and 
could remember: bits and pieces from the hymnal, melodies, and the like. 
When these had been sung through, one congregant suggested “Sunrise, 
Sunset,” from the Broadway musical Fiddler on the Roof. Perhaps we could 
think of Fiddler as not-quite-canonical, as liturgy-adjacent.: a lovely song, 
which encourages a certain awareness of time, an appreciation for the 
small blessings of life and community — and which has — to borrow from 
Richard Newton’s work on Roots in the African-American community, a 
certain middlebrow status.100 It felt appropriately Jewish. No less import-
ant, it was accessible: everyone knew it. The o#cial liturgy, remember, is 
hard: it must be taught, and that demands time, attention, and infrastruc-
ture. This congregation might not have remembered quite enough of that 
to fill up a service, but they wished to observe the Sabbath anyway. So they 
did, fashioning one out of the words and melodies they had ready to hand. 
I found this remarkable, and still do. There was no awkwardness, no sense 
of guilt or anxiety at the thought one might be “doing it wrong.”  

Such anxiety was very much a part of my upbringing — though we had 
many more resources at our disposal. Jewish readers of a certain age may 
remember a short story that was widely circulated in Sunday-school classes 
and youth group meetings in the 1980s. Entitled “The Last Jew,” it was 
written as a short, fictional confession, set in 2124 — at the time, about 150 
years in the future.101  

“My name,” the narrator says, “is not important.” What matters is what 
he is, and where he is: a living exhibit, housed in the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. Around him, a host of artifacts is also on display: “a [prayer shawl], a 
Torah, the books of the Talmud.” But he is the star — the world’s last living 
Jew. All day long “[p]eople pass my way … staring, pointing, and sometimes 
even laughing.”

The last Jew? How can that be? After all, only a few decades earlier there 
were thriving Jewish communities in the US, in Israel, and all over the 

This congregation might not have remembered quite enough  
of that to fill up a service, but they wished to observe the  

Sabbath anyway. So they did, fashioning one out  
of the words and melodies they had ready to hand. 

 I found this remarkable, and still do.
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world. That question, the narrator continues, has consumed him for years. 
“I contemplate the reasons, I recall the events, and I search for an answer.” 
He is writing now because he believes he finally knows.

I now believe that I know how the Jews … disappeared … . [F]amilies 
stopped attending [Sabbath] services, the parents stopped sending 
their children to religious schools, Hebrew High School, day schools, 
and Bar Mitzvah classes. [Sabbath] candles were never lit … . To attend 
a Kol Nidre service became a chore, not an honor—to hold a Seder 
became a task, not a joy. The rituals and observances of Judaism 
began to vanish.102 

The final blow, the narrator announces, came when a nuclear sneak attack 
had wiped out the State of Israel and its population in an instant — this was, 
after all, the height of the Cold War, the decades between the 1973 War and 
the first Palestinian Intifada. Rather than shake American Jews out of their 
apathy, that loss deepened it. “Really,” most said, “what could I have done?” 
Assimilation continued. Now, he is the last. “In less than twenty years, I too, 
will die … never again will another … set foot on this planet.”103  

At the time, none of this seemed especially distant or fantastical. Fear of 
nuclear war was a staple of the period, and hadn’t the Nazis planned a museum 
sort of like that?104 If anything, then, it seemed rather too real. Human exhibi-
tions of this sort had, in fact, already happened — though neither, it must be 
said, to Jews, nor in Europe.105  

Photo courtesy of Caity Bell and Ellie Cochran, Department of Religious Studies, University of Alabama
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That is the problem to which “The Last Jew” points but cannot 
resolve. There had been a time when it seemed that the very 
survival of Jews and Judaism — notwithstanding periods of greater 
or lesser su"ering — was itself miraculous. It was proof of God’s 
abiding love and care. The historian Simon Dubnow (1860-1941) 

— perhaps the most admired Jewish historian of the modern era, 
and a distant relative of Mel Allen — had famously called the Jews 
an Am Olam — an “eternal people.”106 Dubnow meant to suggest 
that the great transformations of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries were no more the end of Jews or Judaism than had been 
the transformations of previous centuries and eras. Yet in 1941 — 
some two years after Mel signed with CBS — he was murdered in 
the Riga ghetto. What would each have made of the other’s fate?  

Fred May of  
Jasper, Alabama 

(Photo by Emily 
Rena Williams)
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I do not presume to have an answer for this. I am by training a student of 
power politics — of strategy and interest, war and peace — in the context of 
the Israel-Palestine conflict. Much of my research deals with that conflict 
in its formative, pre-state decades, when these questions were no less alive 
than they are now. 

Students of such topics often take a tragic, deeply secular view of human 
a"airs. Divine provenance matters less than the choices made by wise lead-
ers, and the initiative shown by citizens possessed of a common heritage 
and a shared vision for the future. Chance, fear, and contingency are a part 
of life, this tradition holds; one must learn to live with them. Perhaps that’s 
why I found the kind of determination with which this article opened — 
those who continue to observe, even when one’s community, or one’s words, 
are not entirely there — so arresting.  

What might help those “remainder” communities, in the here and now? 
Surely, they do not need anyone to tell them what words they should use, or 
what their community — past or present — should or could mean to them. 
Perhaps what is needed are tools by which they can preserve, or recover, 
such words on their own.  

For this reason, I have been involved with other historians, archivists, 
and folklorists to help support the creation of an archive for Jews and other 
small religious communities in Alabama. My hope is that this work will 
achieve two goals. First, by gathering up and preserving those evocative 
bits and pieces that can be used to reconstruct some measure of our past 
and present, it allows individuals to find the words and stories they wish 
to use — whether now, or in the future.    

Second, in assembling the materials for future storytellers, we a#rm the 
possibility that such storytellers might someday come into being — despite 
all the forces arrayed against them. One dares to believe. By stipulating the 
possibility of a future, one roots oneself in the present, with others who 
believe the same. What matters now is not the stories we tell, but the raw 
materials from which such stories might yet be made. Such work has its 
own long and honorable tradition.107  

What matters now is not the stories we tell, but the raw  
materials from which such stories might yet be made.
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Daniel J. Levine is the Aaron Aronov Associate Professor of Judaic Studies 
at the University of Alabama. His scholarly training is in international 
politics, political philosophy, and security studies, and he holds degrees 
from John Hopkins University, Tel Aviv University, and the University 
of Chicago. His book, Recovering International Relations, was published 
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with Oxford University Press in 2012, and received the Sussex Prize in 
International Theory and the Yale H. Ferguson Award. His current work 
explores the interconnections between fear, rhetoric, memory, and political 
theology, with a particular emphasis on Hebrew and Zionist writing in the 
1930s and 1940s. He has published in Global Security Quarterly, the AJS 
Review, the European Journal of International Relations, the Journal of 
International Political Theory, and Perspectives on Politics; and has chap-
ters forthcoming in edited volumes with the University of Michigan Press, 
Cambridge University Press, and the University of Minnesota Press. He 
thanks Yahm Jupiter-Levine for research assistance. He also thanks Noah 
for being a mostly-good dog (mostly), and Christine Field for her love.  
 
Destiny Williams Levy resides in Montgomery, Alabama where she coordi-
nates partnerships for the Alabama River Diversity Network and serves 
as strategic partnerships and project director for Blackyard, LLC. Destiny 
has a background in English education, African American historic pres-
ervation, and project management. Destiny is also an artist whose music, 
poetry, and spoken work explores the sociological, economic, and cultural 
elements of the Black experience in the African diaspora.

Burgin Mathews is the founding director of the nonprofit Southern Music 
Research Center (southernmusicresearch.org) and host of The Lost Child, a 
roots music radio hour broadcasting weekly on Birmingham Mountain Radio. 
His new book, Magic City: How the Birmingham Jazz Tradition Shaped the 
Sound of America, is available from the University of North Carolina Press. 

Beth McGinnis is Associate Professor of Musicology at Samford University, 
where she was honored to receive the 2021-2022 Buchanan Award for 
Excellence in Classroom Teaching. She is also Organist at Vestavia Hills 
Baptist Church. Her podcast and website, Hear in Alabama (www.hearinal-
abama.com), explore the rich musical cultures of her home state. She holds 
a Bachelor of Music in Piano from Samford University, a Master of Music 
in Musicology from Texas Christian University, and a Ph.D. in Musicology 
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Jerrilyn McGregory is a recently retired professor of Folklore in the English 
Department at Florida State University. She is the author of Wiregrass 
Country, Downhome Gospel: African American Spiritual Activism in 
Wiregrass Country and “One Grand Noise”: Boxing Day in the Anglicized 
World (Winner of the Chicago Prize in Folklore).

Hal Pugh has been a working potter for the past 52 years. A historian and author, 
he has written about the pottery traditions and history of North Carolina, and 
has worked as a consultant concerning historical ceramics. Hal lives in North 
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